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Abstract
Explanatory models of co-morbid traits related to dental anxiety (DA) as described
in the literature were tested and relative strengths analyzed in two groups of Danish
adults, one with psychiatric diagnoses (n = 108) and the other healthy incoming patients at a large dental school teaching clinic (n = 151). Dental Anxiety Scale (DAS)
and self-report measures representing three co-morbidity explanatory models, 1)
presence of other fears; 2) anxiety sensitivity and 3) feelings of vulnerability specific
to dental treatment, were collected in subscales of a 53-item questionnaire. Other
items identified gender, age, education, income, avoidance behavior and dental
symptoms. Frequency, chi-square, odds ratio and logistic regression analyses were
performed. Results: All individuals with high DA (DAS > 13) regardless of group,
demonstrated significant differences in avoidance of treatment (>2 yr.) versus lower
or no anxiety. Patients with psychiatric diagnoses were three times more likely to
have high DA and nearly two times more likely to have avoided dental treatment >2
yr.; 25.9% reported extreme DA, compared to 9.3% of controls. Models of high general fear levels, predisposing anxiety sensitivity and vulnerability all demonstrated
significant and strong association with intensity of dental anxiety in bivariate analyses. Feelings of vulnerability were the strongest predictor of DAS high anxiety, according to logistic regression analyses. Conclusion: Co-morbidity explanatory models as represented in present trait measures appear not to be competitive, but rather
explain different aspects of a vulnerability model in high dental anxiety. Higher incidence of DA and treatment avoidance in psychiatric patients requires special attention.
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1. Introduction
In the prevalence of common fears, only fear of snakes, heights, physical injuries,
storms and flying have been reported more frequently than dental fear [1] [2] [3]. In a
Dutch epidemiological study from 2009 [3], dental phobia was the most common phobia (3.7%), followed by heights (3.1%) and spiders (2.7%). Fear of dental treatment was
associated with female gender, rated as more severe than any other fear, and was most
strongly associated with intrusive re-experiencing, compared to other phobias [3] [4].
Dental anxiety (DA) is known as one of the most frequent reasons for avoidance of
dental care and deteriorating oral health including tooth decay, periodontal disease,
tooth loss and complaints of dental problems, such as toothache, difficulty chewing and
bleeding gums as shown in US [5] [6], Danish [7] [8], Swedish [9], and Dutch [10] studies. High DA, or in particular phobia (odontophobia, or OP) [11]) according to DSM
criteria, is a mentally handicapping or disabling type of anxiety because of its impact on
functional aspects of life, such as lack of sleep, difficulty eating and work loss due to
painful symptoms [7] [8] [12] and quality of life can be affected [13]. Many odontophobics hide their teeth and mouth in their daily social routine, affecting their selfimage and social life [14].
Further evidence of compromised general mental health for persons with high DA
can also be inferred from studies in which successful completion of cognitive behavioral therapy for DA in patients having co-morbid mental disorders before therapy have
also shown significant improvement in these disorders after therapy [13] [15] [16]. A
few studies have reported on incidence of co-morbid psychological disorders in people
with high DA. Roy-Byrne et al. [17] were the first to conduct a complex psychological
diagnostic evaluation, using DSM-III psychiatric criteria in patients with DA. They
found at least one other psychiatric disorder in 42% of Ss. A representative birth cohort
study from New Zealand [18] confirmed the frequent presence of co-morbid mental
disorders in participants with high DA and found co-morbid disorders in 55% more
participants than in those without DA. These studies did not relate diagnostic differences to treatment outcome, but a study by Kvale et al. [16] assessed DA via DSM diagnoses and outcome for a clinical sample of DA patients. Patients with specific phobia
required significantly more therapeutic time than those with no psychiatric diagnoses.
Patients with multiple DSM-IV diagnoses reported significantly more severe anxiety at
all treatment steps, including one-year follow-up compared to patients with no
co-morbid diagnosis. Although the results confirmed previous findings regarding difficulty treating DA patients with multiple phobia [13] [15] [19], this was the first prospective study to reveal differences in treatment outcome by psychiatric diagnoses.
Thus, the literature spanning more than 40 years suggests that 1) high DA is a remarkably severe, stable and highly prevalent dysfunctional condition with long duration, if not treated and that 2) high DA and phobia appear to have unique characteristics and explanatory models, given varying degrees of symbiotic interactions with
co-morbidity reported in the literature.
From the awareness that co-morbidity is often common in DA, researchers have re212
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ported that people with psychiatric disorders are significantly more prone to poor oral
health [20] [21] [22] [23] [24], but there was little or no validated testing for intensity of
DA or avoidance. Even though co-morbidity would seem to be a logical hypothesis in
studying DA among psychiatric patients, only a German study by Lenk et al. [21] used
standardized psychometric scales [25] to reflect on DA and avoidance behavior among
212 psychiatric patients compared with 95 healthy controls. Lenk et al. [21] found that
31% of these psychiatric patients suffered from pathologically severe DA. Only 4.2% of
the healthy controls had high DA. 82% of all high DA Ss had avoided treatment to
some degree. Certain types of mental disorder were especially highly associated with
DA: anxiety disorders (relative risk (RR) 7.4) and depressive disorders (RR = 4.9).
PTSD patients were most frequently affected (42%) (RR = 10.0).
Thus, traumatic experiences, presence of other anxiety or fears and mood disorders
were often co-variant with high DA in Lenk et al.’s [21] psychiatric patient sampling. If
one considers the contrast and comparability of DA co-morbidity in psychiatric vs
healthy patients, one could argue that they lend themselves to theoretical discussions
about possible co-morbidity explanatory models influencing DA phenomena. Some explanatory models involved in DA formation described in the literature are Learning
theory [26] [27] [28], Expectancy theory/Anxiety Sensitization [29] [30] [31], Preparedness theory/Generalization of fears [32] and Vulnerability modelling [33] [34] [35].

Learning theory purports that traumatic conditioning reinforces anxiety responses as
“latent inhibition” [26] [27] [28]. DA is most often described as trait anxiety that reflects reinforceable conditioning of behavior whether generated by classical stimuli like
pain or by repetitive negative dentist behaviors. Dental trait anxiety thus refers to a
personality characteristic of persons who exhibit relatively stable anxiety reactions
which include worrying and other expectational apprehensions, e.g. anxious anticipation of dental drilling or negative dentist behavior leads to avoidance of dental work.
Thus, multiple clinical and epidemiological studies over many years concur that high
trait DA almost always is involved some kind of traumatic dental experience [6] [7] [8]
[9] [26] and as such is assumed to be a common condition for most people suffering
from high DA.
Since the focus of the present study is on co-morbid psychological factors and personality traits related to DA, only the following explanatory models were investigated,
since less is known about specific effects of co-morbid factors than traumatic conditioning in relation to DA.

Anxiety sensitivity—Reiss and colleagues [30] [31] and Taylor et al. [29] [36] distinguish a concept of anxiety sensitivity from trait anxiety by noting that, whereas trait
anxiety predicts future anxiety generally, anxiety sensitivity predicts future fear specific
to anxiety sensations based on expected beliefs that these sensations have harmful consequences in themselves. Anxiety sensitivity is also relevant to dental anxiety, since the
fear of being anxious is often a part of the psychological profile of persons with extreme
dental anxiety or phobia [11].

Preparedness theory posits that there can be a generalization of fears about, and of213
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ten avoidance of, several specific events or situations in a person’s life that indicate a
tendency to experience fear when confronted with those or perceptually similar events
or situations, e.g. other fears with dental fears [37]. Several larger studies have concluded that co-morbid other fears can impact significantly on DA and usually have
gender related varying estimates of influence [2] [7] [38] [39].

Vulnerability—Feelings of vulnerability related to anxiety traits have been characterized and studied as feelings of lack of control, unpredictability, danger and disgust according to the Cognitive Vulnerability Model described by Armfield [33]. A stimulus
automatically and unconsciously triggers its respective vulnerability schema unique to
each person. The schema includes perceptions of the uncontrollability and unpredictability of the stimulus-response outcome, which may relate to danger and/or disgust.
Cognitive schema content is learned by individuals and is moderated by personality
differences. With activation of a vulnerability schema, two parallel processes occur: 1)
rapid automatic affective reaction and immediate fear responses and 2) a relatively
slower cognitive appraisal, which incorporates various other personality colored evaluations, which may amplify the immediate fear response. An interpretation of the outcome feeds back into the vulnerability schema, reinforcing the moderating cognitive
processes. As an example, in a large epidemiological Australian DA study [34], Armfield et al. showed that people who perceived sitting in a dental chair as highly controllable, highly predictable and highly safe rarely had moderate to extreme DA. Approximately 50% or more of people who regarded the dental environment as being either
highly uncontrollable, highly unpredictable or highly dangerous had high dental anxiety [34].
To the authors’ knowledge, the possible co-morbidity trait explanatory models of
generalization of fears, anxiety sensitivity and vulnerability for DA have not been examined in the same clinical comparison study. Theoretical comparisons about formation of high DA or OP in the form of measures representing these models could illuminate relative influence of contributing factors toward a better understanding of causality.
Present study initially aimed to investigate differences in the frequency and intensity
of dental anxiety in individuals with diagnosed psychiatric disorders compared with
healthy controls and to what degree they differ in avoidance of dental care and symptomatology. Then, as the main aim of the study, it was hypothesized that general anxiety, anxiety sensitivity and feelings of vulnerability would be significantly greater for
psychiatric patients with high dental anxiety than for controls. Relative influence of
gender, age, education and income on DA and these co-morbidity factors were also explored.

2. Materials and Methods
The project was conducted as a written survey in Danish which examined, among other
things, subjects’ relationships to dentists and dental treatment based on a convenience
sample. The target group for the study were subjects with mental disorders diagnosed
214
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by a doctor or psychiatrist who were actively recruited among inpatients at Horsens
and Aarhus psychiatric wards (east Jutland), patients in local psychiatric ambulatory
services in Aarhus and Hjørring (north Jutland), and among incoming dental patients
at the Aarhus University School of Dentistry with psychiatric diagnoses. This group
comprised 108 people, hereafter called Psychiatric Patient Group “PSYG”, out of a total
of 259 subjects (Ss) who were surveyed from October through December 2013.
Individuals in PSYG were categorized by their psychiatric diagnoses to describe the
nature of the sample. The Ss that had multiple diagnoses were categorized by their primary diagnosis (chief reason for clinical treatment seeking). There were ten primary
diagnoses ranked by frequency: depression (25%), schizophrenia (24%), anxiety disorders (16%), personality disorders (11%), bipolar disorder (8%), autistic spectrum
disorders other than ADHD (5%), obsessive compulsive disorder (4%), post-traumatic
stress disorder (4%), psychoses other than schizophrenia (2%), and ADHD (1%). The
distribution of diagnoses are shown in graph form in Figure 1.
The healthy Control Group (CTRLG) for comparison was recruited among consecutive incoming new patients from Aarhus University School of Dentistry teaching clinic.
These patients were screened for self-reports of psychiatric symptoms and if there had
been a prior psychiatric diagnosis made by a doctor or psychiatrist, individuals with
diagnoses were excluded from the comparison group and instead were included in the
PSYG. The CTRLG consisted of a total of 151 Ss.
All potential subjects from both groups were contacted by one of the authors or a
well-oriented research assistant using a standard recruitment flyer in which the purpose
of the project was explained. No statistics were possible for potential subjects that declined participation. Verbal and written consent were then obtained. Each participant
was given a questionnaire consisting of 53 questions, which took about 10 minutes to
complete. Help was always available regarding questions about the study.

2.1. Content of the Questionnaire
The first part of the questionnaire consisted of 13 questions that aimed to compare

Figure 1. Percentage distribution of psychiatric diagnoses in PSYG (n = 108).
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characteristics including Ss’s age, gender, taxable income, educational level, last dental
treatment, regularity of dental attendance, pain symptoms, dental problems as well as
Ss’s self-reported mental status, psychiatric diagnosis and duration of diagnosed illness.
The control group patients were presented the same questions as psychiatric patients
regarding mental health and eventual psychiatric disorders as diagnosed by a physician
or psychiatrist. Authors were present for eventual questions while all psychiatric patients filled out the questionnaires.
Ss’s anxiety about dentistry, the dependent variable, was measured using the welldocumented, Dental Anxiety Scale (DAS) [40] [41]. This ordinal scale included questions about how it would feel at the thought of “going to the dentist tomorrow”, “to
wait in the waiting room”, “to sit in the dentist’s chair while the dentist prepares the
drill” and “to have a tooth cleaning”. DAS has a maximum score of 20, which indicates
extreme anxiety and a minimum of 4 indicating no anxiety. Previous studies have determined that DAS has high validity and reliability as a measure of intensity of dental
anxiety [41]. The Danish general population has a mean score of 7.5 (SD = 3.1) [11]
Cutoffs for categories of intensity of dental anxiety were determined by reference to the
literature on DAS in epidemiological studies [7] [41]. For analyses, “high dental anxiety” was the dichotomous DAS cutoff >13 vs. <13, [41] while DAS > 15 indicated “extreme or phobic dental anxiety”, DAS 12 - 14 was “moderate dental anxiety” and DAS
<11 was “little or no anxiety” as in a previous Danish epidemiological study [7].
As described above, the literature indicates an association between intensity of dental
trait anxiety and a person’s general fearfulness, anxiety sensitivity and vulnerability,
thus the study population was analyzed using ordinally scaled measures about general
fear levels, anxiety sensitivity and vulnerability tests described below.
Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI) [30] [42] is 16 questions that assess a person’s
thoughts about the social and somatic consequences of anxiety symptoms. ASI is a welltested index with high validity that reveals a person’s fear of becoming anxious. Items
measured degree of worry about “not appearing nervous”, “going crazy”, “trembling”,
“feeling faint”, “staying in control of emotions”, “rapid heartbeat”, “stomach growling”,
“nausea”, “having a heart attack”, “shortness of breath”, “becoming seriously ill”, “unable to keep my mind on a task”, “people can see me shaking”, “unusual body sensations”, “nervousness that can lead to mental illness” and “when I am nervous”. The
questions were scored on an ordinal scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was “very little” and 5 was
“really much”.
Generalization of fears-Ten questions were taken from the well documented Geer’s
Fear Scale (GFS) [38] [43] a shortened FSS-II scale that considered general aspects of
Ss’s fears and phobias. The items were about fears of injection needles, blood, heights,
enclosed spaces, thunderstorms, snakes, insects sticking, social life, pain and death.
Answers were ordinally ranked with values from 1 to 5, where 1 was “not afraid” and 5
was “terrified”.
Vulnerability-Feelings of vulnerability [34] [35] in the context of dental treatment
were measured with ten items: “I’m constantly thinking that I need to go to the dent216
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ist.”, “I am worried that my teeth will fall out.”, “I feel silly that I’m so afraid of dental
treatment.”, “I hide my fear of dental treatment from other people.”, ”I am reluctant to
meet new people due to the condition of my teeth.” and “If I said it hurts, I do not think
the dentist would stop and do something about it.”, “When I sit in the dentist’s chair, I
do not think I can allow myself to interrupt treatment, even though I need a break.”, “I
do not like to ask questions of the dentist.”, “I’m worried that something unpleasant
will happen at the dentist, that I might not be able to prevent.”, “I do not feel I have
control over what happens to me in the dentist's chair.” The first two were about loss of
personal integrity, the next three about embarrassment or social anxiety [11] and the
final five were about lack of control [44] and dangerousness in dental treatment situations [34] [35]. The answers were ordinally scaled with values from 1 to 5, where 1 =
disagree and 5 = agree.

2.2. Statistical Methods and Data Analysis
The DAS scale was the dependent variable and other factors from the other questions
and scales represent the independent variables. Frequencies of DAS scores in the two
groups were first compared for differences in distribution. Given significant differences
in the distribution of group DAS scores, association analyses were then conducted to
attempt to explain variation by factors other than SS’s psychiatric diagnosis. Thus,
questions and scales were used to build explanatory models that could contribute to
better understanding of high DA among the two populations.
Reliability was assessed on subscales using Cronbach’s alpha. Validity was assessed
using Spearman’s correlations, response frequencies and chi-square tests.
Distribution and association analyzes were accomplished using tables of percentage
distributions including mean and median distributions, Mann-Whitney and Student’s
t-tests for independent samples, Spearman’s rho correlations, 2 × 2 tables (Chi2-test
with continuity correction and odds ratios) and Nonlinear Logistic Regression with
Hosmer-Lemeshow estimates of fit and Nagelkirke’s R2 estimate of explained variance,
all of which were computed using statistical package SPSS 21, where statistical significance was set at P ≤ 0.05. Dichotomous variable cutoffs were chosen on the basis of approximately one standard deviation over the mean score for each of the variables for
the control group CTRLG, unless otherwise described or rationalized in the Results.

3. Results
3.1. Gender and Age
There was a difference in gender distribution between the two groups, with a higher
proportion of men in CTRLG and a higher proportion of women in PSYG, although
these were not statistically significant (Table 1). Mean age for PSYG was (41.6 yr, SD =
13.8) and was significantly lower than CTRLG (45.3 yr, SD = 16.0). Distribution percentages by age groups are tabled for convenience.
Women in the PSYG had significantly higher scores than men only on GFS (U =
1030; P = 0.017), although ASI approached significance (U = 1173; P = 0.13). Women
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Table 1. Percent distributions of gender and age in the psychiatric patient group (PSYG) and the
healthy control group (CTRLG).
Gender

Age

Women

Men

16 - 19

20 - 29

30 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 59

60 - 69

>70

PSYG

55.6

44.4

2.8

18.5

29.5

18.6

21.3

7.4

1.9

CTRLG

47

52.3

2.6

17.9

17.2

20.6

20.5

15.9

3.3

Total

50.6

49

2.7

18.1

22.1

20

20.9

12.3

3.9

Chi = 1.26; df = 1; PGender = 0.26
2

t = −2.01, df = 249, PAge =0.04

in CTRLG scored higher than men on DAS (U = 2195; P = 0.02) and GFS (U = 1613.5;
P < 0.001).

3.2. Education and Income
There were significant differences between groups by education and income (Table 2).
PSYG had a greater proportion with only a primary school education compared with
CTRLG. CTRLG had a greater proportion of people with higher education. The distribution of people with technical training or high school education is more similar in the
two groups. Regarding income, the proportion of people in PSYG who had an annual
income of more than 240,000 kr. (10.3%) is significantly less than the CTRLG, where
the distribution of income is more even (6.5 DKK = ca. 1 USD).

3.3. Avoidance of Treatment and Dental Anxiety
Avoiding regular examinations by the dentist for two years or more was not statistically
significantly different between the two groups Chi2 = 5.72; df = 1; P =0.17. However
PSYG Ss were almost two times (OR = 1.97 95% CI = 1.16 - 3.34) more likely to avoid
treatment and were over three times more likely to have high DAS scores (>13) than
CTRLG Ss Chi2 = 16.33; df = 1; P =0.000 OR = 3.10; 95% CI = 1.80 - 5.27.

3.4. Dental Symptoms and Pain
Report of dental problems by PSYG and CTRLG approached significant differences
(Chi2 = 5.69; df = 2; P =0.06) but fell short. Reported pain in the last six months (Chi2 =
2.54; df = 1; P =0.11, OR = 1.55 95% CI = 0.94 - 2.54) and pain report at the time of the
survey (Chi2 = 1.62; df = 2; P = 0.20, OR = 1.68 95% CI = 0.83 - 3.42) also were not statistically significant between groups, although PSYG Ss were over 1 ½ times more likely
to report pain symptoms.

3.5. Dental Anxiety Scale Distributions and Dependent Variable
Analyses
DAS scores were divided into 5 categories to facilitate understanding of dental anxiety
characteristics (Table 3). CTRLG Ss had a mean score consistent with the general Danish population. There is a significant difference between PSYG and CTRLG in DAS
scores (Table 3). Table 3 also shows that 25.9% of PSYG had extreme to phobic dental
anxiety (DAS ≥ 15), and 22.1% had intense to moderate anxiety (DAS = 12 - 14). By
218
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Table 2. Percent distributions of educational training and taxable income pr. year in psychiatric patients (PSYG) and healthy controls
(CTRLG).
Grade school Technical school High school

Academic

<120,000 DKK

120,000 - 240,000

241,000 - 350,000

>350,000 DKK

31.8

57.9

7.5

2.8

29.5

34.9

20.1

15.4

PSYG

42.6

17.6

16.7

23.1

CTRLG

25.0

21.6

16.2

37.2

Chi = 24.0, df = 3; PEducation = 0.02

Chi = 24.0, df = 3; PIncome < 0.001.

2

2

Table 3. Percent distribution of clinical DAS categories and over-all scores for psychiatric patient group (PSYG) and for healthy control
group (CTRLG).
DAS grouping Little or no anxiety Some anxiety

Moderate anxiety

Much/extreme anxiety

Extreme/phobic anxiety

Over-all scores by
PSYG or CTRLG

DAS =

4-7

8-11

12-14

15-16

17-20

Mean

SD

Median

PSYG

30.6

21.4

22.1

9.2

16.7

11.0

4.9

10.5

CTRLG

51.0

26.5

13.2

4.0

5.3

8.4

4.1

7.0

t-test = 4.5; PDAS < 0.001.

comparison, only 9.3% of CTRLG had extreme to phobic anxiety, and 13.2% had intense to moderate anxiety. By contrast, 77.5% of CTRLG had no to little fear of dentistry (DAS ≤ 11), whereas only 52% of PSYG have the same low intensity of anxiety.

3.6. Feelings of Vulnerability, General Fear or Anxiety Sensitivity
There was a significant difference in median scores between the group of people with a
psychiatric diagnosis and the comparison group's scores in Vulnerability Scale, GFS
and ASI (Table 4).
Spearman’s rho correlations between DAS scores and corresponding scores for Vulnerability, GFS and ASI were significant for both total population and for PSYG and
CTRL (Table 5, next page). Correlations for GFS are weaker than vulnerability and anxiety sensitivity in association with DAS scores for PSYG, whereas in CTRLG anxiety
sensitivity had the weakest correlation with DAS scores. For both groups, the vulnerability scale had highest correlation with DAS dental anxiety.
To further explore correlation results from Table 5, the associations between a high
DAS score (≥13) or extreme DAS score (≥15) and were tested with high Vulnerability,
GFS, and ASI in bivariate and logistic regression model analyses. High vulnerability in
this context is defined as scores of 25 and above (VUL25), high GFS as scores of 25 or
more (GFS25) and high ASI as scores of 30 or more (ASI30). Odds ratios (OR) for bivariate analyses in Table 6 (next page) show that PSYG had a tendency to have high
DAS scores if they exhibited high vulnerability, general fear or anxiety sensitivity compared to CTRLG.
Logistic regression models for DAS ≥ 13 vs. DAS < 13 in each group were initially
loaded with all theoretically relevant independent variables described in the bivariate
and correlation analyses above for age, gender, education, income, vulnerability, general
219
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Table 4. Medians, means and SD vulnerability, Geer’s fear scale and anxiety sensitivity index for psychiatric patient group (PSYG) and for
healthy control group (CTRLG).
Vulnerability

GFS

ASI

Median

Mean

SD

Median

Mean

SD

Median

Mean

SD

PSYG

23.0

23.4

10.2

21.0

21.6

7.4

37.0

39.9

15.1

CTRLG

17.0

19.3

9.6

17.0

17.8

6.0

26.0

27.3

9.0

PVulnerability = 0.001

PGFS< 0.001

PASI < 0.001.

Table 5. Cronbach’s reliability for each test and spearman’s correlations between test of vulnerability, Geer’s fear scale and anxiety sensitivity index scores N = 259 and by the psychiatric patient group (PSYG) and the healthy control group (CTRLG).
N = 259

Alpha:

DAS

Spearman’s rho:
VULNERABILITY

GFS

ASI

DAS

α = 0.93

1.00

0.67*

0.45*

0.46*

VULNERABILITY

α = 0.89

0.67*

1.00

0.42*

0.46*

GFS

α = 0.80

0.45*

0.42*

1.00

0.59*

ASI

α = 0.94

0.46*

0.46*

0.59*

1.00

PSYG (n = 108)

DAS with 

0.67*

0.40*

0.50*

CTRLG (n = 159)

DAS with 

0.63*

0.43*

0.27*

*P < 0.001.

Table 6. DAS analyses of dichotomous variables for vulnerability, Geer’s Fear Scale and Anxiety Sensitivity Index in the Psychiatric Patient Group (PSYG) and the healthy Control Group (CTRLG). Some frequencies show less than the total number of Ss due to missing
data.
DAS ≥ 15 vs. DAS < 15

PSYG

CTRLG

OR

95% CI

VUL25

37/42*

48/216

25.9

9.7 - 69.5

GFS25

20/42*

31/215

5.4

2.6 - 11.0

ASI30

34/42*

92/216

5.7

2.5 - 13.0

DAS ≥ 13 vs. DAS < 13

PSYG

CTRLG

OR

95% CI

VUL25

60/84*

25/174

14.9

7.9 - 28.1

GFS25

33/84*

18/173

5.6

2.9 - 10.7

ASI30

59/85*

67/173

3.6

2.1 - 6.3

*P < 0.001.

fears and anxiety sensitivity. Logistic regression analysis was accomplished by Backward Step Wald statistical elimination for each group. Final models thus reflect both
best theoretical and statistically significant results and best fit as seen in Table 7 below.

4. Discussion
The main aim of the present study was to investigate co-morbidity explanatory models
of high DA using two samples with contrasting psychological profiles, subjects with diagnosed psychiatric disorders compared to a group without diagnosed psychiatric disorders. Results revealed a significant difference in the intensity and qualities of dental
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Table 7. Final logistic regression models DAS > 13 vs. DAS < 13 for Psychiatric Patients (PSYG)
and Healthy Controls (CTRLG).
BY GRP

DAS > 13 vs.
DAS < 13

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

PSYG

GENDR F

1.03

0.57

3.20

1

0.07

LowEDU

0.72

0.53

1.84

1

VUL25

3.09

0.59

27.88

GFS25

1.03

0.60

Constant

−9.15

2.04

Exp (B) 95, 0% C.I. for EXP(B)
Lower

Upper

2.81

0.91

8.72

0.18

2.06

0.73

5.86

1

0.00

22.01

6.99

69.40

2.96

1

0.09

2.83

0.87

9.20

20.17

1

0.00

0.00

Hosmer-Lemeshow test for fit: Chi2 = 1.10; df = 6; P = 0.98; Nagelkerke R2= 0.53
CTRLG

AGE42

0.63

0.49

1.68

1

0.12

1.88

0.72

4.89

GENDR F

0.83

0.50

2.78

1

0.01

2.29

0.86

6.06

VUL25

2.47

0.49

25.87

1

0.00

11.77

4.55

30.45

GFS25

1.20

0.61

3.90

1

0.05

3.30

1.01

10.82

Constant

−7.11

1.804

15.55

1

0.00

0.00

Hosmer-Lemeshow test for fit: Chi = 2.10; df = 5; P = 0.84; Nagelkerke R2 = .38
2

Coding of dichotomous variables: DAS13 (DAS > 13 vs. DAS < 13) 0 = low; 1 = high, AGE42: 0 = <42 yr; 1 => 42yr,
GENDR F: 0 = men; 1 = women, Low EDU: 0 => grade school; 1 = grade school, VUL25 (Vulnerability): 0 = low; 1 =
high, GFS25 (General Fear) 0 = low; 1 = high, ASI30 (Anxiety Sensitivity) 0 = low; 1 = high.

anxiety between these groups. Table 3 indicates that scores of CTRLG fall under the
qualitative category of “little anxiety”, clinical intensity of DA when mean DAS scores
are around 7 or 8 and thereby similar to the Danish adult population at large [7]. The
mean dental anxiety level of the PSYG group in the present study however shifts to the
qualitative category “some anxiety” on average (Table 3), which is a clinically meaningful difference. These results and explanatory associations with results follow after a
discussion of sampling.

4.1. Sampling Discussions
The demographic variables of subjects in this study by group are not in all respects
equivalent. PSYG had more women and significantly lower ages, lower income and
lower education than CTRLG Ss in bivariate analyses. One must be careful not to assume generalizability of present results to the entire Danish adult population or to all
psychiatric patients in Denmark, given the relatively small sample size and exclusion of
some psychiatric diagnoses. Also, there was no clinical examination component to this
study to assess oral or mental health of Ss. Only self-reported symptoms and treatment
avoidance were used. Thus, current results should be interpreted with some caution.
However, even though there was a higher proportion of women in the psychiatric
diagnosed group in this convenience sample, one can argue that this may likely be representative for this group of patients in Denmark, since some diagnoses are reported as
frequently or more frequently in women than men [45] including depression, schi221
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zophrenia, anxiety and personality disorder diagnoses, the four most frequent of the 10
primary diagnoses in the present study. It should also be pointed out that present study
diagnoses do not include drug abuse, a major male diagnostic category. Generally it is
also known that women to a larger degree than men are less reluctant to reveal their
psychological situation and seek treatment for mental illness. Additionally, women are
reported to be more reactive than men under mental stress [45]. Some studies also indicate that this may be a reason for more frequent DA among women than men [11].
These important sample descriptives support potential reliability of a comparison of the
present groups. The logistic analyses have also controlled for gender, age, education
and income in the final logistic models and thus resulted in a nuanced comparative
picture of dental anxiety characteristics with good fit for each of the two groups.
Avoidance of dental treatment and report of pain or dental problems by psychiatric
patients was not significantly greater than for the control group in spite of that PSYG Ss
were almost two times more likely to avoid treatment and were over three times more
likely to have high DAS scores than CTRLG Ss. One caveat about CTRLG is that only
dental treatment-seeking patients who initiated contact with the Aarhus university
dental clinics were recruited into the study for control comparisons, thereby excluding
individuals who may have been avoiding dental treatment and had higher anxiety levels
that prevented them from seeking dental care. On the other hand, Aarhus University
School of Dentistry has a reputation within the community for accepting anxious patients for treatment, since student dental care is more conducive to a slower tempo and
educational-explanatory treatment. Psychiatric patients were, for the most part, not
seeking dental care. However, percentages of dental symptoms and pain report in
CTRLG appear similar to an epidemiological study of the general Danish adult population [7] and thus seem plausible as a normative comparison group.

4.2. Meaningfulness of the Study
Feelings of vulnerability have been characterized and studied as lack of control, unpredictability, danger and disgust according to the Cognitive Vulnerability Model described by Armfield [33]. In the present study, vulnerability was similarly characterized
as lack of control and trust and experiences of embarrassment and dangerousness at the
dentist. Results showed that perceived vulnerability was found to be the strongest predictor of high dental anxiety of all the independent variables tested for Ss both with and
without a psychiatric diagnosis, also in logistic regression (LR) analyses. High vulnerability PSYG subjects were 22 times more likely (Table 7) to experience high DA, while
high vulnerability CTLG subjects were 11.8 times more likely to have high DA. Therefore these results confirm Armfield et al. and Edmunds and Buchanan [34] [35] about
the theoretical aspects of vulnerability that impact on fear of dentistry, for both subjects
with and without psychiatric diagnoses, although the association was nearly twice as
potent and three times as prevalent for Ss with psychiatric diagnoses.
Thus, clinicians need to be aware not only of their patients’ level and nature of their
anxiety but also their perceptions of uncontrollability, unpredictability and dangerous222
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ness in the dental environment.
Geer’s Fear Scale was used in the study to measure the general fear level among Ss
and is one of several factors known to be predictive of dental anxiety, especially in
women [7] [38] [43]. General fear level can reveal the extent to which one views the
world as dangerous and threatening or how the person processes situations such as in
the dentist's chair, but a high GFS score alone is not synonymous with DA. Women in
the PSYG had significantly higher scores than men only on GFS while women in
CTRLG scored higher than men on both DAS and GFS, which is similar to the general
Danish adult population [7]. In final LR models, a high GFS significantly predicted that
CTLG subjects were three times more likely to have high DA. High GFS scores among
PSYG were also nearly three times more likely to have high DA, but the relationship
failed to reach significance (Table 7). Thus, it is apparent from Table 7 that associations between high DA and high GFS scores were not as strong as high vulnerability
scores and high DA, but general fears contributed meaningfully to the final theoretical
model and significantly so for patients without psychiatric diagnoses.
Subjects’ anxiety sensitivity was measured using ASI. One of the key predictive values
of the concept of anxiety sensitivity is that it is a risk factor for developing panic attacks
and other anxiety or phobic disorders [36], which could include DA. Individuals with a
high ASI are more likely to react more strongly to anxiety-provoking stimuli including
the situation in the dentist’s chair. In the present study, it was expected that people with
high ASI scores would be at greater risk of developing high DA. There were significant
correlations between the intensity of DAS and ASI-scores, which is particularly strong
among Ss with a psychiatric diagnosis compared to Ss without (Table 5, Table 6). Subjects with psychiatric diagnoses also had significantly higher ASI scores than healthy
subjects (Table 5, Table 6). Although bivariate analyses showed that PSYG with high
ASI had nearly four to six times greater probability to experience high DA compared to
CTRLG, ASI did not figure in to the final best fit logistic regression explanatory models
for high DA for either group. This seems apparent because of the overwhelming explanatory value of vulnerability and general fear especially with gender, as in the final LR
models. Theoretically, it is known that general fear levels and anxiety sensitivity overlap
[30] [36]. If one is afraid of being afraid, one is more likely to have a greater number of
fears. It can be that conceptual nuances of the two were less meaningful for this sample,
especially in the statistical elimination process of building final explanatory models.
Thus, the final logistic regression analytic models appear to indicate that there are
similar yet separate components to consider when comparing the characteristics of high
DA patients with psychiatric diagnoses and those without. Both groups require special
strategies to decrease vulnerability by improving patient control in the dental clinical
environment and this appears to be necessary even more frequently for dental anxiety
patients with psychiatric diagnoses. Cognitive behavioral desensitization with slow, deliberate, step by step, non-obligatory self-confidence building experiences in the dental
chair have always been a part of the therapeutic process for reducing high DA. The
dental clinician’s ability to provide patients with an internal sense of social and proce223
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dural control with the use of task specific verbal contracts is of primary importance
during this process. This appears to be especially so for the patient with exceptionally
vulnerable feelings and differing degrees of anxiety sensitivity and other fears.
Empowering patients, in general, is a challenging task for dental personnel and requires more time assigned to individual dental treatment needs and more importantly
an understanding of the mindset required in providing tolerant, patient, trustworthy
care that will decrease patient feelings of vulnerability and effects of concomitant anxiety sensitivity and other fears. Thus, more training in optimal anxiety management
for dental professionals may also be necessary, especially when they become involved
with patients with psychiatric diagnoses.

5. Conclusions
Present study used a well-described convenience sample to assess the incidence of high
DA in subjects with psychiatric diagnoses. A higher frequency of high DA was noted
for subjects with diagnosed psychiatric disorders, compared to a group without diagnosed psychiatric disorders.
Results showed that the intensity of DA among subjects was associated with factors
such as age, gender, education, income, feelings of vulnerability at the dentist, presence
of other general fears and anxiety sensitivity. Strength of high DA associations with
feelings of vulnerability, presence of other general fears and anxiety sensitivity were
stronger for subjects with psychiatric diagnoses. In particular, feelings of vulnerability
were concluded from LR analyses to be the strongest predictor of high DA for both
groups, but especially for psychiatric patients. Thus, co-morbidity explanatory models
as represented in present trait measures appear not to be competitive, but rather explain different aspects of a vulnerability model in dental anxiety. Since anxiety is known
as one of the biggest reasons for the avoidance of dental treatment and degenerating
oral health, this study provides valuable information about the need for increased
awareness about the prevention and treatment of high dental anxiety, especially among
patients with psychiatric diagnoses as a risk group. Present study findings also suggest
that strategies for treatment of people with high dental anxiety require exceptional patience and attentiveness of the therapist to combat feelings of vulnerability.
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